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Chapter 1087
As soon as the voice fell, Song An gave Stella an unhappy look.

“Stella, why are you so used to him? If you want to be used to, he should be used to you,
you are a girl!”

Song Anfu was very worried about Stella’s future status in the family.

If a woman is in a disadvantaged position, wouldn’t it make her suffer?

Walter’s handsome face was bathed in twilight, her thin lips curled up.

“What are you worried about? She is used to me. Could it be that I will bully her?”

Hearing, Song An rolled her eyes towards him.

“Don’t you bully her less? Back then, you kept bullying her, she was a good girl… and
Stella was still with you.”

Song An complained with great strength and was not polite at all. Anyway, her nephew
was a scumbag, and Stella was so good that her nephew couldn’t even match a finger.

The more she said, Walter’s brows frowned.

The scenes of what happened that year flashed quickly in my mind, still yesterday.

He is definitely a bastard.

Seeing him frowned, Song An thought she was dissatisfied with her evaluation and
complaints, so she directly threatened.

“What? Your aunt said that you are not happy anymore, right? You tell you, if you bully
Stella in the future, don’t blame me for not acknowledging your nephew.”

Stella was so amused by Song An, the corners of her lips were smiling.

“Auntie, he just woke up not long ago, so don’t…”

“It’s my fault.”



The muffled male voice suddenly apologized, causing Stella and Song An to be
overwhelmed. They looked at Walter for unknown reasons.

Walter’s eyes were fiery, staring at Stella closely.

The eyes were serious and firm, and the strong emotions were suppressed in the voice,
the smile on the corner of Stella’s lips gradually disappeared, and a slightly solemn
expression was replaced on his face.

“You…”

She spoke in a dumb voice, but she didn’t dare to say what she wanted to say directly.
For fear that she would touch the other side’s point, she could only test it carefully.

Even Song An on the side noticed something, feeling that the atmosphere in the ward
became tense, she frowned but did not speak.

“Ok.”

Under Stella’s uncertain gaze, Walter nodded lightly, and said faintly, “I remember it all.”

Everything is remembered.

After lying down, he seemed to have returned to the past, and all the things in his mind
were gone through, as if he had a big dream for three lives.

He felt that those in the dream were not real, because every time something happened,
he felt that it was what he had experienced. He couldn’t spend time here. He wanted to
find the woman who was waiting for him in the future.

In the dream, Walter would occasionally hear some murmurs, very close to him, and it
seemed to be coming from the horizon.

In short, he can wake up now, remember everything, and his beloved is standing in front
of him.

The ward was surprisingly quiet.

“In the past, your Walter was a jerk, and you won’t, never will.”

Stella’s nose began to sore, and she bit her lower lip lightly, and even the hand hanging
beside her side quietly made a fist.

He really… remembered everything.

She was still thinking, forget it if she can’t remember, anyway, for her, what matters is
the feelings between the two, not the shared memories.



Unexpectedly, after lying down these days, he actually remembered everything.

“Would you like to give the rest of your life to this bastard, let him make up for you and
take care of you for life?”

With tears in Stella’s eyes, she could hardly see the man in front of him.

Song An on the side: “…”

She thought she had heard it wrong, Walter was proposing marriage?

Or in the hospital??? ?

“Boy, I warn you not to go too far…”

“it is good.”

Before Song An’s words were finished, Stella beside her smiled and nodded, tears also
falling.

Song An looked at her in surprise.

“Stella, what did you promise him? This brat has no sincerity…”

Stella laughed and shed tears. Walter struggled to get up and walked towards her. The
strong male aura instantly came over, and he raised his hand to wipe the tears from the
corner of Stella’s eyes.

But Stella was probably too touched, tears kept falling down and couldn’t stop it.

Walter hesitated for a moment, then lowered his head and kissed the corner of her eye,
sucking away tears for her.

Song An: “…”

All right, she is here to eat dog food today.

But since my nephew just woke up, let him go.

After the examination on the same day, he was discharged directly without any special
circumstances.

Because Walter had just woke up, Yu Chijin planned to hold a banquet to celebrate, only
inviting relatives and friends.

Therefore, the Jessica family, Victor Han, Phillip, and Song An were present on the day
of the banquet. Because there were relatively few people, Stella invited designers from
his company to join them.



When a group of designers gathered together, they were all dumbfounded when they
knew the identity of Yu Chijin.

Leng Yueyue whimpered, “My goddess is amazing. I don’t want to say that I am
excellent. The person I’m looking for is also such an excellent person. Aw, I have to
work hard to become excellent, and then find a good person!”

When Wang An on the side heard this, he was anxious and stepped forward.

“Then I will accompany you to work harder and become better.”

And the other side

Jessica stayed in the same place with Stella and asked her gossiping.

“I heard that Mr. Walter directly proposed to the hospital the day he woke up?”

When mentioned that day, Stella was still very heartbroken, and nodded with a reddish
cheek.

“No? I thought it was fake, but I didn’t expect it to be true?” Jessica held her chin in both
hands, with a look of envy: “What if I feel so envious when listening?”

After speaking, she changed the subject again.

“By the way, you asked me to bring my parents over. I didn’t want to agree, but I didn’t
expect to tell them that they were very excited, so I brought them over to have a fun.”

“It doesn’t matter, just let uncle and auntie have fun here.”

The door opened with a click, and Jessica saw Walter come in. When she saw her, she
was taken aback, and she probably didn’t expect her to be here.

Jessica jumped up immediately.

“My stomach is a little hungry suddenly. I went out to find something to eat. I’m leaving
now, Stella.”

Then escape disappeared from Walter and Stella’s eyelids.

Jessica breathed a sigh of relief after slipping out of the room.

She didn’t have that lack of eyesight. Walter’s expression when he saw her was
obviously disturbed.

Fortunately, she slipped fast.



Not many people were invited to the banquet, but it was a celebration banquet after all,
with more people than usual.

When Jessica walked over, there were familiar faces all the way.

After all, they are all from the previous company.

“Jessica, why did you leave your job suddenly? Where are you working now?”

“Seeing you disappearing from the company silently, I thought you had turned against
Stella. It seems that there is no such thing.”

A group of people kept asking Jessica questions.

Chapter 1088
This question was originally something Jessica didn’t want to raise, but a group of
people kept asking about it.

She almost asked about work as soon as she took a photo. Jessica knew that others
were not malicious, purely curious, and purely gossip, but the answer was too much,
and Jessica felt that she was about to explode.

She simply took a small piece of cake and hid in the corner, silently eating the
strawberries on the cake, and suddenly saw a familiar figure.

She wore a beautiful dazzling dress, slender and slender, exquisitely moving,
surrounded by several people, she looked particularly popular.

This person, Jessica, knows Lin Xinghuo, a loyal customer of Stella Company.

Why is she here too?

Jessica was a little surprised. Because she liked Stella’s design and was Stella’s little
fan, Lin Xinghuo directly signed a long-term cooperation contract with the company. Levi
didn’t dare to send messages to Stella every day. Even when something happened
during the previous wedding, Lin Xinghuo didn’t dare to go directly to Stella.

She can only turn around and send messages to people in the company to ask about
Stella’s affairs and status. Jessica was also asked at the time, and she directly asked
the other person: “You want to know so much, why don’t you ask her in person?”

Lin Xinghuo made a crying expression, accompanied by the words: “I want to ask, but
now that no one can find it, I am afraid that it will be sad to ask her. But I am worried
about her again, so I can only ask you. Don’t blame me for other malicious things.”

Jessica knew it right now, and then told Lin Xinghuo that Stella was fine, so she didn’t
have to worry.



After leaving the company, Jessica never had a face-to-face with the big star Lin
Xinghuo. He didn’t expect to meet him at the banquet today.

While thinking about it, Lin Xinghuo suddenly saw her, his eyes lit up, and then walked
towards her.

“Jessica, it turns out that you are here. I said you will come today, but I haven’t seen you
for a long time.”

Jessica was a little surprised. She didn’t expect that she would run over to say hello to
herself first.

She originally wanted to be a mushroom silently, after all, if she walked too close to Lin
Xinghuo, it would attract more attention.

After all, Lin Xinghuo is a big star with his own popularity, and there are so many people
from the company at the banquet.

She raised her paw to Lin Xinghuo, smiled faintly at the corner of her mouth, and said
hello to her.

“I was with Stella just now.” Jessica explained softly.

Lin Xinghuo awakened, “So, how is my goddess? Isn’t she in good condition now? I
heard from people in the company that she had returned to China with Mr. Walter
before?”

“Yeah.” Jessica nodded, “It’s all fine, you don’t have to worry about her.”

“Huh.” Lin Xinghuo breathed a sigh of relief, “That’s good.”

Then she suddenly saw that the cake Jessica was eating seemed to be delicious, so
she asked her where she got it.

“Do you want it? I should have another piece. I’ll go help you get it by the way.”

Lin Xinghuo doubled his gratitude with both hands.

“Thank you then.”

After that, Jessica took two pieces of cake and turned it back. Lin Xinghuo was delighted
when she saw her back. He took the cake from her hand and took only one bite. Lin
Xinghuo sighed.

“It’s delicious, I haven’t eaten a cake for a long time.”

“Why?” Jessica puzzled.



“Being a star suffers. You have to control your diet and strictly manage your body. If I
grow a little bit more fleshy, fans will hate me.”

“…”

If you have more meat, fans hate her? What kind of fan is this?

Seeing her disbelief, Lin Xinghuo explained: “You don’t believe it? I couldn’t believe it
before. I think fans like you because they really like you. How can they turn off their fans
and hate you because you have some meat? Step on it? But it turns out that many fans’
liking for idols is only based on their aesthetics, and then they will begin to position their
idols, and they think what idols should and shouldn’t be. If you don’t follow my rules,
then take off fans, or even step back. Of course, there are people like this, and there are
fans of true love.”

Jessica has never been in the entertainment industry. She only knows that the
entertainment industry is a big dyeing tank. If you want to get anything, you have to pay
something. It is very complicated. All know that being transparent is not easy, but those
who are at the forefront of traffic are also very hard. They have to defend themselves.
His status should not be exceeded, because he is being stared at all the time, and he
must also pay attention to his own words and deeds, and absolutely not allow the
slightest misstep.

“This kind of life is very hard.” Jessica thought for a while and said.

Not what she wanted.

Lin Xinghuo’s expression was in a trance upon hearing this.

“It’s a bit hard, but sometimes I see so many people like me, and I think it’s worth it.”

After speaking, Lin Xinghuo dug another spoonful of cake and delivered it to his mouth.

“My goodness!”

A voice rang suddenly, somewhat sharp.

Along with the sound of the sound, the cake in Lin Xinghuo’s hand was also snatched by
a big hand coming over from the sky.

“Ancestor, I’ll walk away for a while, and you’ll cause trouble for me! Can you stop this?”

Lin Xinghuo shrugged indifferently, “How can I cause trouble for you? Aren’t I sitting and
eating properly?”

The person here is Lin Xinghuo’s agent.



He held up the cake he grabbed, “Do you know what this is? The cake! It’s full of cream.
Do you want to be exhausted in the gym tomorrow? Forgot the last time you got a little
fatter and got a blessing on the hot news. ?”

Lin Xinghuo patted him on the shoulder.

“Oh, I just took two bites, and I won’t be blessed.”

The agent was anxious: “If it wasn’t for me to come early, I think you want to eat it all.”

Lin Xinghuo: “…”

She did think so, it was too tired to restrain herself at ordinary times, and sometimes she
really wanted to indulge.

Jessica on the side admitted that she couldn’t stand it anymore, so she spoke for Lin
Xinghuo.

“Um… I think she is already very skinny. It doesn’t matter if she eats a small piece
occasionally.”

Agent: “What do you know? Ordinary people have to be three times fatter when they are
on the camera. If they don’t maintain this body shape, the lens will become a magic
mirror for them.”

Jessica: “…”

Lin Xinghuo comforted her with a smile: “It’s okay, I’m used to him like this, don’t bother
you to eat cakes, I’ll be out of company first.”

“it is good.”

After that, Lin Xinghuo and his agent left together, and Jessica could only sit and eat the
cake in silence by herself.

She didn’t know how long she had been sitting, drinking juice and cake, and eating a lot
of snacks afterwards.

She wants to go to the toilet when she drinks too much.

Jessica subconsciously touched her chubby belly, and let out a satisfied sigh in her
heart.

“It’s better not to be a star. You don’t have to control when you want to eat, but
overeating is not a good thing, but she can’t control herself today.”

Jessica got up and went to the bathroom.



When she came out of the bathroom, she suddenly saw a familiar figure from behind.
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